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CHAPTER 2

Articles 12-13

Gender
and governance

KEY POINTS

• G e n d e r  a n d
governance is
one of the areas
around which
there has been
the greatest level
of activism in
Southern Africa.

• The proportion of
women in parliament has increased from 17.5% at the time of the Declaration to
25% at present. But this ranges from 42% in South Africa to 7% in the DRC.

• The ruling African National Congress (ANC) in South Africa is the first party in the
region to have formally adopted and implemented the Protocol target of gender
parity by 2015, in the April 2009 elections. There is a higher proportion (almost 30%)
women at the local level but the gap is even wider, from 1.2% in Angola to 58% in
Lesotho.

• The fact that gender parity has been reached or exceeded in some countries shows
that change is possible. There is no instance however in which such targets have bee
achieved without special measures being taken: either voluntary or legislated quotas.

• These work best in countries with the Proportional Representation (PR) system but
can also work in the First Past the Post System (FPTP) as illustrated in the case of local
government in Lesotho.

• The key issue is political will. The fact that women are still (with some exceptions,
like South Africa) women are still least well represented in cabinet throws into
question the political commitment of leaders.

• Even as the 50/50 campaign escalates, there is an important and growing focus on
what happens “beyond the numbers.”
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Do women represent other women? Photo: GCIS



Of all the areas of focus in the region, gender
and governance has been among the most
high profile and received the most attention.
One of the most visible gender gaps in
society, the questioning of why women are
absent where decisions are taken has been
widely canvassed, including through the
global 50/50 campaign.

As our democracies have matured, so has
our understanding of the links between
gender and governance. We have come to
understand that there can be no democracy
for the people by the people unless both
women and men are represented. Whether
or not women make a difference, they have
a right to be represented in decision-making.

Several studies have also now gone beyond
numbers to show that women bring different
interests and perspectives to decision-
making.2

 While women may not all be the same, they
have certain shared experiences that have
traditionally been left out of public policy
and decision-making. Like any interest group
in society, women have the right to be heard
and not just seen.

Since the adoption of the SADC Declaration
on Gender and Development in 1997, the
proportion of women in parliament in SADC
has increased from 17.5% to almost 25%.
While there is still a long way to go, some
countries such as South Africa are nearing
gender parity in key areas of political
decision-making. As a region, Southern Africa
strides ahead of the rest of Africa and is
second only to the Nordic countries. By
adopting a legislated quota for local
government elections in 2006 that resulted
in 58% women being elected (the only case
of political decision-making in SADC in which
women are in the majority) a SADC member
state showed that gender parity in politics
is more than possible!

Still, there is a long way to go. The drop in
women’s representation in parliament IN
Botswana, host country of the SADC
Secretariat, from 18% in 1999 to 11.1% in
2004, came as an especially painful
disappointment. Many SADC countries have
missed or are missing opportunities through
lack of effective strategies and action plans
devised well ahead of elections. Countries
with the First Past The Post system that is
least conducive to women’s participation
made little or no effort to review the
electoral system, or to explore options within
their system.

There has been a lack of willingness to learn
from the best practices in the region which
show that without tackling the key issues of

2 Studies such as the Gender Links report Ringing up the Changes, Gender in Southern African Politics, the first to assess the qualitative difference that
women bring to decision-making in the region, have helped to move the debate beyond numbers to why gender equality is integral to good
governance.
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electoral systems and quotas, there can be
no rapid increase in women’s representation
in elected office. These best practices are
drawn both from country’s with a PR system
(Mozambique and South Africa) and with a
FPTP system (Tanzania and Lesotho).

The tendency in some countries to “give way
to women” at the local level (e.g. in Namibia,
South Africa and Lesotho) is welcome but
carries the concern that the only reason this
is happening is that local government is not
regarded as important as other spheres of
governance. Gender and local government
have, up to now, not formed a significant
part of gender and governance discourse,
activism or policy measures. It is critical that
these now come to the fore. This is also true
of other areas of decision-making such as
the public service, the judiciary and the
private sector for which data is still scanty.

Although the Protocol provisions on gender
and governance are relatively short, they
are pertinent. They provide for equal

representation of women and men in all
areas of decision-making in the public and
private sectors by 2015. Furthermore, this
clause is cross referenced with Article 5 that
provides for affirmative action, a strategy
that has been key to the rapid increase in
women’s political participation where this
has been achieved.

A significant feature of the Protocol is that
it goes beyond numbers, calling for
campaigns to demonstrate the link between
gender and good governance. The Protocol
calls for measures to ensure that women
participate equally in elections and the
administration of elections. It also details
measures to be taken to empower women
decision-makers as well as provide gender
training for male decision-makers.

Although there is still need to gather far
more baseline data on some areas of
decision-making, this chapter synthesises
existing data and make recommendations
for further research to ensure that these key
provisions are effectively monitored.

SADC performance indicators for women in decision-making
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Performance is mixed: At a glance, the table shows that performance is mixed across all the
different areas of decision-making for which data could be obtained. Women’s representation
in parliament (upper and lower houses) ranges from 42% (South Africa) to 7.7% (DCR). Figures
for Madagascar have not been included due to political uncertainties. In local government,
women’s representation ranges from 1.2% in Angola to 58% in Lesotho. While the ranges in
cabinet are less drastic, even there the gap is from 10% in Mauritius to 41% in South Africa.
Such broad discrepancies reflect both the lack of will on the part of some governments as well
as what can be achieved when such will is present.
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Representation

The Protocol provides for state parties to ensure that, by 2015, at least fifty %
of decision-making positions in the public and private sectors are held by women
including the use of affirmative action measures as provided for in Article 5.

It further provides for member states to ensure that all legislative and other
measures are accompanied by public awareness campaigns which demonstrate

the vital link between the equal representation and participation of women and men in
decision making
positions, democracy, good governance and citizen participation are put in place at all levels.

Parliament

Proportion of women and men in SADC parliaments
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Steady overall increase: There has been a steady overall increase in women’s representation
in parliament from 17.5% in 1997 to 24.7%. However if South Africa, whose parliament accounts
for about two fifths of the total is excluded, the proportion drops to 21%. At 42% South Africa
comes closest to achieving gender parity in parliament, but no country has yet achieved this
distinction. Five SADC countries (Tanzania, Namibia, Mozambique, Angola and South Africa)
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have achieved 30% or more women in parliament. There has been a significant reduction in the
number of parliaments in which women constitute less than 10% of the total (for example
Mauritius, Swaziland and Malawi are now all out of that category). The DRC (8% women in
parliament) is the only SADC country in this category.

Malawi shows that change is possible
Malawi, along with Mauritius and Botswana, has
not yet signed the SADC Protocol. But Malawi
has moved a long way in getting more women
into parliament. There has been an increase both
in the numbers of those who participate in the
primaries and those who are elected. The
numbers in parliament have been increasing
since 1994 from 10 women (6.0%); 16 women
(9.0%) in 1999; 27 women (16.2%) in 2004 and
40 women (26.5%) in 2009.

The 50:50 campaign implemented by government
and NGO’s since 1999 has been instrumental in
strategic interventions to convince the electorate

to vote for women as well as promoting and encouraging women to participate.

In addition during the 2009 elections the status of women aspirants was elevated with the
nomination  of Joyce Banda as running mate for the leader of the ruling Democratic People’s
Party (DPP). Loveness Gondwe of the New Alliance for the Rainbow Coalition became Malawi’s
first female presidential candidate with a female running mate, Beatrice Munthali.

There has been gradual change in societal perception in the capability of women to become
public figures.  But with the 50/50 target set for 2015, there is no time to lose. One of the
strategies required is to start immediately working on policies and practices at both party and
national levels.
 
 Short of electoral changes and party political practices, it is difficult to have more women in
decision-making positions or pin down government and political parties about their commitment
to gender equality.   
 
At the same time, women who have gained ground could now provide greater pressure from
within. With the majority of members of parliament (MPs) from the DPP, which also has the
highest number of female MPs, NGOs and other gender activists should seize the opportunity
to lobby parliament to pass a gender sensitive electoral law.
 
The vice president, who is a woman and well known gender activist, along with other female
MPs who were gender activists before they took the decision to enter politics, should be counted
on to spearhead the campaign to have more women in leadership positions, not only in parliament,
but in the civil service and parastatals.

Malawi ready for change Photo: Colleen Lowe Morna



SADC as a region compares favourably with other regions in the world: The table shows
that as a region SADC comes second to the Nordic countries and is ahead of the Americas and
Europe excluding the Scandinavian countries as well as Sub Saharan Africa. SADC is also well
ahead of the global average of 18.3%.
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Lower house
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Global and regional ranking of women parliamentarians
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Source: www.ipu.org Madagascar has not been included due to political uncertainty

Global ranks from three to 108: The next table shows where SADC countries rank globally
and relative to each other against the 180 countries cited on the website of the Inter Parliamentary
Union. At position three (after Uganda and Sweden) South Africa does the region proud. Angola
is also within the top ten. At 108, DRC ranks lowest among the SADC countries. Madagascar is
not ranked due to current political uncertainties.

% women
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Local government

Local government is higher than national but with wider variations: At nearly 30% the average
representation of women at the local level is higher than at national level. However, the range,
from 1.2% in the case of Angola to 58% in the case of Lesotho is higher.  Six countries (Lesotho,
Namibia, South Africa, Mozambique and Zambia) have achieved 30% or higher with regard to
women in local government.

Proportion of women and men in local government
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Proportion of women and men in cabinet
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Cabinet

Women’s representation in cabinet has grown fast, but not fast enough: Cabinet is the
one sphere of decision-making in which it is theoretically relatively easy to “ring up the changes”
since leaders have the leeway to appoint their inner team.  The average representation of women
in cabinet in the region has increased from 12% in 1997 to 21.4% in August 2009 (a 9.4%
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increase). Some Heads of State have shown a willingness to use cabinet appointments for bringing
women into leadership, especially in the smaller countries. There have, for example, been marked
increases in the representation of women in the cabinets of Namibia, Lesotho and Botswana,
even though these do not translate into big numbers in absolute terms, given the small size of
the cabinets. However, the fact that women’s representation in cabinet is still lower than
parliament of local government (see participation below) is a source of concern.

The outlook for 2015: The table shows that the range between highest and lowest performing
countries is vast and in all areas of politics has increased between 2005 and 2009, underscoring
the variation in political commitment to achieving the target. Estimates of where the region will
be at the end of 2015 are that by the 2015 SADC may have achieved the 30% but not the 50%
target. The case of South Africa is instructive as it shows what can be achieved with political will,
as well as the challenges that even this country faces.

Summary of progress since 2005

19.7%

19.5%

22.6%

Parliament

Cabinet

Local government

Area
Average %
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High Low Range

Average %
2009

High Low Range
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35%
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Can South Africa’s 50/50 success be sustained?

The 2009 elections witnessed South Africa
edge closer to the target set by the Southern
African Development Community (SADC)
Protocol on Gender and Development for
achieving gender parity in all areas of
decision-making by 2015.

But, according to an analysis of the elections
conducted by GL and GEMSA, the fact that
this has largely been achieved as a result of
the commitment by the ruling African
National Congress alone to the 50/50
principle; glaring gaps and regression in some
areas; and the sexist mudslinging that took
place during the elections are a source of
serious concern.Photo: Colleen Lowe Morna

% women
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The concerns also point to the fact that gender equality goes beyond women’s equal participation
in decision-making. Campaigns must address the patriarchal underpinnings of society that affect
the way that both women and men behave.

Key gender and election indicators for South Africa 2009
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The graph above, summarising key gender and election indicators for South Africa, shows that
on the plus side:
• Women comprised 55% of those registered to vote. This shows that contrary to prevailing

views, women are interested in politics and in being active citizens.
• Representation of women in parliament has increased from 33% to between 43%3 of the total.
• Representation of women Members of the Provincial Legislature (MPL’s) has increased from

30% to 42%.
• 14 out of 34, or 41%, of the new ministers announced by President Jacob Zuma on 10 May are

women. This is roughly consistent with the 42% women in cabinet under President Thabo
Mbeki and 43% under the seven month caretaker administration of President Kgalema
Motlanthe.

• Of the 14 ministries headed by women, at least eight are in non-traditional areas like correctional
services; defence; home affairs; international relations and co-operation; mining; public
enterprises; science and technology. This underscores a maturing of our democracy.

• Women deputy ministers are well represented in the economic cluster, including the new
ministry of economic development and the two deputy ministers of trade and industry. Women
are still highly under-represented in economic decision-making.

• While the principle of a women’s ministry is problematic, the appointment of former  National
Education Health and Allied Workers' Union (Nehawu) President Noluthando Mayende-Sibiya,
one of the most powerful and influential women in the trade union movement, to this post
is a positive sign. Mayende-Sibiya also serves as a co-convener for the South African Progressive
Women. She brings a keen appreciation of the role of women in economic development and
is an advocate for the recognition and remuneration of the unwaged work of women.

• Women now comprise five out of the nine provincial premiers or 55%, up from 44% before.
• Women comprise 41% of provincial cabinet ministers, going as high as 64% in Gauteng, which

is headed by a woman premier.

3  The national assembly lists keep on changing owing to the resignations while a few others have still not yet been sworn in.
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• Although the proportion of women sources in the media is still low,  the election promoted
unprecedented debate on some previously no-go areas such as to what extent the personal
in political; whether or not polygamy
is unconsti-tutional; what is meant
by gender aware leadership and how
leaders should be held accountable.

• Gender activists played a key role in
“pushing the envelope” and ensuring
that these debates were placed on
the agenda. Women’s Net and the
Tshwaranag Legal Advocacy Centre
invited representatives of political
parties to come and account for how
their policies would address gender
violence. Gender Links, GEMSA and
partners in the Gender and Media
Diversity Centre (GMDC) formed a
strategic alliance with the Mail and
Guardian’s Critical Thinking Forum;
Constitution Hill; the Human Rights
Commission and SABC TV International
to mount a series of election debates on “The personal is political”; “Polygamy has no place
in South Africa” and one on Gender, Elections and the Media. As the analysis of election
coverage shows, activists used TV debates, radio talk shows, and leader pages to challenge
South Africa’s leaders and hold them accountable. Held under the broader rubric of Gender
and Leadership, the debates yielded a checklist on gender aware leadership.

Concerns raised include:
• The 50/50 principle has not been carried to the highest levels of government as South Africa

no longer has a woman deputy president.
• While President Thabo Mbeki had 60% women in deputy ministerial posts, this declined to

38% under President Motlanthe, and 11 out of 28 or 39% under President Jacob Zuma. Deputy
presidential positions are often a training ground for ministers. This decline is therefore
regrettable at a time when the ANC has committed itself to gender parity in all areas of
decision-making.

• The leadership in parliament is now heavily male dominated, with the Speaker, chairman of
the National Council of Provinces and almost all the chief whips and leaders of parties, except
for the Independent Democrat’s Patricia de Lille being men.

• Representation of women in the NCOP has dropped from 40% to 30%, with only two out of
the 16 women (12.5%) in this structure coming from opposition parties, even though they
constitute 35% of the members. This again underscores the extent to which the progress
towards women’s equal representation and participation in decision-making in South Africa
rests on the ruling ANC. It underscores the need for renewed vigour in advocating for a
legislated 50% quota that binds all parties.

• The main opposition Democratic Alliance (DA), despite being led by a woman, remains averse
to quotas stating that it is only interested in “fitness for purpose.” It is appalling that Helen
Zille’s new cabinet in the Western Cape is 75% white and has no women other than herself.

Debating gender and governance Photo: Colleen Lowe Morna
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Political parties play a critical role in “opening the door” for women to enter and participate
in decision-making. After all, in parliamentary systems, it is only through political parties that
anyone can be elected into office.

To suggest that these are the only people “fit for the purpose” in the Western Cape is not only
out of keeping with the march of history but may indeed be unconstitutional. The action taken
by the Congress of South African Trade Unions (COSATU) to raise this matter with the Human
Rights Commission and the Equality Court is to be commended.

• Preliminary results of media monitoring conducted by Media Monitoring Africa (MMA) show
that women constituted a mere 24% of news sources in election coverage; up from 10% in
1999, but similar to the 23% achieved in 2004. This shows that women’s views and voices are
still marginalised in elections - the most public and participative of all national events.

• None of the opposition parties support quotas. Some argue that the ANC has had a snowball
effect on them. This is most noticeable in the case of the Congress of the People (COPE), which
mostly comprises former ANC members, and has 48% women in parliament, despite not
supporting quotas. But the declines in other parties, and the one step forwards, two steps
backwards approach to gender parity is likely to call for more obligatory measures to ensure
that SADC targets are met.

• The use of sexist slurs by both parties for cheap political point scoring commented upon
extensively in this report after the elections dealt a blow to democracy and women’s rights,
and threatened to derail the serious challenges that South Africa continues to face on this
front.

Ruling
party

MovimentoPopular de Livertacao de (Angola Peoples Movement for
the liberation of Angola) MLA

Botswana Democratic Party (BDP)

Peoples Party for Reconstruction and Democracy (PPRD)

All Basotho Convention (ABC)

Tiako -i- Madagascar I love Madagascar

Democratic Progessive Party (DPP)

Mauritius Labour Party (MLP)

Frente de Libertacaode Moçambique
Mozambique Liberation Front (FRELIMO)

South Western Africa’s People Organisation - later changed to Swapo
(SWAPO)

Seychelles People Progressive Front (SPPF)

African National Congress (ANC)

Charna cha Mapinduzi (CCM)

Movement for Multiparty Democracy (MMP)

Zimbabwe African National Union Patriotic Front (ZANU/PF); Movement
for Democratic Change Tsvangirai (MDC-T); Movement for Democratic
Change Mutambara (MDC-M)

Country Quota and Nature/No.

30% MLA voluntary quota

None

30% quota of women
PPRD voluntary quota

None

None

None

None

40% FRELIMO voluntary
quota

50/50 SWAPO voluntary quota

None

50/50 ANC voluntary quota

Political parties are banned

None

None

30% ZANU/PF voluntary quota

Angola

Botswana

DRC

Lesotho

Madagascar

Malawi

Mauritius

Mozambique

Namibia

Seychelles

South Africa

Swaziland

Tanzania

Zambia

Zimbabwe

Gender Mainstreamed
in Manifestos

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Non-sexism a guiding
principle throught the
manifesto

Yes

Political parties



Half of the ruling parties in SADC have adopted one or other quota:  The table shows
that ruling parties in seven (or half) the SADC countries have adopted quotas of one kind or the
other. In two instances (South Africa’s ANC and the South West Africa People’s Organisation of
Namibia) these are (in line with the Protocol) parity targets. The ruling Frelimo in Mozambique
has a 40% target. The others are between 25% and 50%.

But these are often just on paper:  Zimbabwe’s three political parties all claim to have quotas.
The Zimbabwe African National Union Patriotic Front (ZANU PF) has always claimed to have a
30% quota for women in the women leadership. One faction of the Movement for Democratic
Change T (MDC Tsvangirai) says that it adopted a 50% quota at the 2009 leadership conference.
However this has not been systematically applied and women’s representation stands at 18%.
As illustrated in the case study of political parties in Zambia,
many of these are gender blind.4
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4 Excerpt from research commissioned by the Electoral Institute of Southern Africa in collaboration with GL
5 Approximately USD 300
6 Approximately USD 200

Zambian parties remain gender blind
Throughout Zambia’s political history, there have been very few women in mainstream politics
as well as at the helm of political parties.

In all three major political parties the top
three positions, i.e President, Treasurer,
Secretary General are all occupied by men.
The 5th and Sixth positions in the UPND
and PF are occupied by women. This was
attributed to the patriarchal nature of
politics in which case men are regarded
as superior and should therefore always
occupy top leadership positions.

All the political party respondents stated that they are aware of the SADC protocol on Gender
and Development but stated that it is not easy to implement the provisions because the 50%
women representation can only be achieved through appointment and not elections as is the
case.  The United Party for National Development (UPND) indicated that the equal women
representation can only be achieved in countries with the system of proportion representation.
In addition, it was said that even if the women are given space to fill up because of cultural
background, limited education etc, they themselves may not be very willing to take part in the
party activities.

The Movement for Multiparty Democracy (MMD) has made it a policy to involve women in the
activities of the party at all levels. Some of the plans which have been implemented include,
female candidates paying less when seeking adoption for instance while male candidates would
pay K1.5m5, and female candidates would pay K1m6. In addition, even if there is a certain level

Gender disaggregation of leaders of
the three major political parties

MMD

UPND

PF

Party President

Male

Male

Male

Treasurer
Secretary
General

4th Top
Position

5th Top
Position

6th Top
Position

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

n/a

Male

Female

n/a

Female

Female

n/a

Female

Female
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of education needed for a particular candidature, the party
allows female candidates to participate even if they do not
meet the needed educational requirement. Apart from that,
the National Executive Committee has deliberately come
up with some committees which are exclusively for females
like the Women’s Wing. It was also reported  that there has
been a recommendation to the president to make sure that
as many females as possible are appointed in positions such
Minister, Permanent Secretary etc.  The youth wing, there
has  an impressive number of women in the top positions
and in the general membership.

According to the Patriotic Front (PF), the party has always
encouraged women to participate in the party’s activities
but unfortunately women are not willing to do so. For
instance, in the last general election the party planned to
field 60 female parliamentary candidates out of the 150
constituencies but they couldn’t achieve this because the
party does not fund the candidates so very few women were
able to fund their campaigns and this made the men to be
in the forefront’.

All the parties have no provisions of quotas for women at all levels. The UPND has regional
quotas in order to allow for a balanced regional representation. It is also important to note that
the party has a policy that out of the four members of these committees, at least one should
be of a different gender.

According to the UPND one of the reasons why there are no quotas is simply that candidates
are fielded on merit and not gender. For instance, during the last elections, only one  female
Member of Parliament candidate was fielded out of the 19 who contested because many of
those positions were held by incumbents so the party would rather have those incumbents to
stand and win than field a new female candidate who may lose. So gender is not considered
at all during adoption of the party candidates.

All the parties have a women’s wing and the purpose of these wings is to adequately address
women’s needs. This arose after seeing the large membership of women and the unique
challenges they face. The women through the wing have been involved because the parties
recognise the vital role that women play at all levels of the party especially when it comes to
conducting successful campaigns.  Women are very good at mobilising people and they perform
their jobs better than the men. The women’s wings have also made it easy for women to come
forward and get clarification, support and help than they would with the male leaders in the
party. These wings were said to be both independent and interdependent in that they can make
their own decisions and recommend to the highest body of the party and interdependent in
that they interact with other committees like that of campaign and mobilisation.

The major challenges the women’s wings face include: lack of financial, human and material
resources to have an impact on the party, little recognition of the role that they play in relation

Awareness of the Protocol in Zambia is slowly gaining ground
Photo: Colleen Lowe Morna
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to the resources granted by the mother body,  lack of technical skills to effectively participate.
Furthermore, women’s wings have been relegated to engage in stereotypic activities such as
provision of entertainment during party activities and cooking during party meetings. Their
involvement in decision making and implementation of party manifestoes is very limited.

The MMD party funds all candidates during the campaigns, and this is done for candidates at
all levels and the funding is done equally for men and women. This approach helps female
candidates who in most cases have no access to finances to conduct an effective  and successful
campaign.

The UPND and PF election candidates at all levels fund themselves and the parties do not provide
any funding to the candidates. The two parties do not accept government funding and most
of the funding comes from well-wishers and candidate’s personal finances. This has however
affected the participation of women negatively as they have less access to resources compared
to men. Unfortunately, some of the females who may have the resources shun participating in
politics for fear of name calling and due to lack of confidence.

The inclusion of women in the party is considered positive from the perspective that women are
good mass mobilisers. Women influence the way campaigns are done since they are in the
majority and do most of the work. In essence, the more are women are included, the greater
the motivation for other women to participate in elections as candidates and as voters.

The inclusion of women provides an opportunity for election candidates to articulate women
and gender issues during their campaigns based on the advice from women. The women go out
asking other women to identify issues that affect their daily lives. This information is provided
to the party machinery to enable them draw up their campaign strategy. Issues such as the need
for more schools, health facilities, clean and safe drinking water etc are often articulated by
women. Furthermore, the inclusion of women has resulted in improving the profile of political
parties who seek support from gender based partners and stakeholders. Chances of getting
support from such entities are higher when political parties field female candidates.

The exclusion of women results in discouraging of potential female candidates. For instance,
when there are few women participating they tend to be disadvantaged in that they have less
moral support and encouragement from their fellow women. Numbers in politics do matter and
therefore, if women are excluded the chances of them participating and winning elections are
very slim.

None of the political parties interviewed have not embarked on gender mainstreaming of their
constitutions, manifestoes or activities. Several reasons may be advanced for this scenario. Among
these are: lack of political will, little appreciation of the importance of gender equality and
equity in politics. The following table provides a summary of gender considerations integrated
into party manifestos.
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Electoral systems and quotas

By way of background, there are two main
types of electoral system:
• In the Proportional Representation (PR) or

“list system” citizens vote for parties that
are allocated seats in parliament according
to the percentage of vote they receive.
Individual candidates get in according to
where they sit on the list. In an open list
system, voters determine where candidates
sit on the list. In a closed list system, the
party determines where candidates sit on
the list, although this is usually based on
democratic nomination processes within
the party.

• In the constituency or “First Past the Post”
(FPTP) system, citizens vote not just for the
party, but also for the candidate who
represents the party in a geographically
defined constituency. Thus a party can
garner a significant percentage of the

votes, but still have no representative in
parliament, because in this system “the
winner takes all”.

There  i s  overwhelming ev idence
internationally to suggest that women stand
a better chance of getting elected under the
PR (and especially the closed list PR system)
as opposed to the constituency electoral
system.7 The reason for this is that in the
former case, candidates focus on the party
and its policies, rather than on a particular
individual. This works in favour of women -
 at least in getting their foot in the door-
because of the in-built prejudices against
women in politics (Lowe-Morna, 1996). The
chance of women getting elected is even
higher when the PR system works in concert
with a quota.

Summary of gender considerations integrated into party manifestos

Party

MMD

UPND

PF

No quota

No quota

No quota

Quota Women specific projects Gender mainstreamed in manifestos

Development of National Gender Policy,
Domestication of CEDAW, Implmented
Programme for Advancement of Girls
Education, Development of action plan to
develop guidelines and tools for
mainstreaming gender in planning, Pregnant
Girls re-entry into school policy, provision of
counselling services for victims of sexual
abuse

No women’s projects mentioned in the
manifesto

Promotion of girl child education,
implementation of SADC protocol on Ge nder
and Development specifically on appointment
of women in decision-making positions

Section 7.2.1 focuses on Women in
Development. Gender not mainstreamed in
manifesto

The manifesto only mentions enhancing
gender equality

Gender Policy included in manifesto includes
transformation of GIDD into a Commission,
mainstreaming gender in all ministries and
institutions, promotion of equitable distribution
of productive resources to empower both men
and women

7 For more information on the comparative global data on quotas for women in politics see www.idea.int/quota.
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As illustrated in the table, in addition to the
two types of electoral system (PR and
constituency) there are two main types of
quota (voluntary as well as constitutional
and/or legislated). It is also possible to have
either of these in a mixed PR and constituency
system.

Briefly, voluntary party quotas have the
advantage of party buy-in, but they can only
deliver large numerical increases in closed-
list PR systems where the party has a
significant say on who gets onto the list. In
constituency systems, voluntary party quotas
can only succeed in delivering the numbers
if women candidates are fielded in safe seats,
which is often not the case.

Constitutional or legislated quotas have the
advantage that they guarantee the numbers.
But in the case of the constituency system,
where seats have to be “reserved” for
women, this may have the disadvantage that
such seats are regarded as second-class or
token.

The combination of the PR system and
legislated quotas has the advantage that it
delivers the numbers and gives the parties
leeway to choose which women to go on
the list as long as the quota is met. But some
parties argue that any quota infringes on
freedom of choice. What is abundantly clear
is that without quotas, women stand little
chance of making substantial headway in
political decision-making.

Southern Africa has examples of all these
different combinations. At the lowest end

of the spectrum, countries with the
constituency system and no quota or special
measures have the lowest representation
of women. While recent increases in
women’s representation in these countries
have shown that there is scope for increasing
women’s participation in this system through
lobbying and advocacy, it is painfully slow.

The alternative of electoral reform is one
that many countries with a constituency
system have contemplated, but not really
taken seriously. This leaves the option of
legislated quotas within the existing FPTP
electoral system, as implemented in local
elections in Lesotho and at national level
in Tanzania: the only two instances in which
the thirty % target has been achieved in
FPTP countries.

At the other end of the spectrum, the
combination of a PR system and legislated
quota in local elections in Namibia has
delivered dramatic increases in the
representation of women.

Countries with a PR system and voluntary
party quotas such South Africa and
Mozambique have fared well. The fact that
political parties have taken responsibility
for ensuring greater representation of
women has enhanced ownership and
reduced resistance. The debate in these
countries is how to ensure commitment by
parties other than the ruling parties, and
how to move forward from being stuck in
the thirty % mind set to the next logical
step: gender parity.

Type of quota

Voluntary party quota

Constitutional or
legilslated quota

E.g. Opposition parties in Botswana in the
1999 elections

E.g. The Tanzanian constitution reserves 20%
of seats for women (distributed on a PR basis)

Constituency based system PR system Mixed PR and constituency
based system

E.g. ANC in South Africa; Frelimo in
Mozambique

E.g. Local government elections in Namibia

E.g. SA local government in 1995 - ANC
voluntary quota for list seats

E.g. SA local government elections in 2000;
act stipulated that parties should strive to
ensure parity
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Elections run on a mixed system, like the
local elections in South Africa, demonstrate
dramatically the differences between the
two electoral systems when it comes to
women’s representation. If these are to be
evened, special measures are required. The
case studies of Botswana and Mauritius show
how quotas are still a hotly debated subject
in SADC countries, while that of Lesotho
shows how it is possible to have a quota
even in a FPTP system.

The Constitution of
Botswana does not
have a provision for a
quota  to  increase
women’s representation.
However, some parties
such as the Botswana

National Front (BNF) and Botswana Congress
Party (BCP) voluntarily include the minimum
30% quota in either their constitutions or
election manifestos. The BDP does not have
a quota to increase women’s representation,
but women are encouraged to contest for
office in the party’s structures, parliament
and local government. Women constituted
21% of those in the 2005-2007 BDP Central
Committee.

The Botswana Democratic Party (BDP),
Botswana’s ruling party does not have a
quota for women, and is not supportive of
affirmative action. The former chairperson
of the BDP women’s wing, Tebelelo Seretse,
argues that quotas for women address the
symptoms not the causes and therefore

focuses on initiatives to support women’s
empowerment in increasing the gender
representation of women in positions of
power (Therisanyo, 2007b). Women of the
BDP are encouraged to contest for offices
of power in the party’s structures, parliament
and local government (Gender Links 2009).

The former chairperson of the BDP, Botlogile
Tshireletso, has stated that the party is
making measured progress as it leads in
women empowerment initiatives. Women
constituted 21% in the 2005-2007 central
committee (Therisanyo,2006.) She also
emphasises that “gender equity should not
be made an urban area talk shop, far
removed from the realities facing women in
rural areas and that the spirit of self esteem
should be inculcated in the girl chid as real
empowerment is mental” (Therisanyo,
2007a). Seretse stresses that the BDP’s
women’s wing intends to “inculcate that
women can do anything they aspire at a
tender age and not let cultural stereotypes
shackle them, so that they may replace those
who will be retiring from politics.”
(Therisanyo, 2007a/Gender Links 2009).

W o m e n ’ s
participation in
decision-making
in Mauritius is
low in all areas.
The parliamentary
elections that
took place in 2005 saw the proportion of
women increase from six to 17 %. But women
still make up only 6.4 % of those in local
government.

Although a multi ethnic society, culture and
especially religion play a pivotal role in every
day life. The FPTP electoral system and the
absence of a legislated quota or of any
serious voluntary party quotas aggravate the
constraints faced by women.

BDP

BNF

BCP

Total

Party

34

35

M
1999 2004

F Total %W M F Total %W

6

3

40

38

15

8

50

38

48

136

7

4

2

13

57

42

50

149

12

9

4

9
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Electoral reform has long been on the
agenda of mainstream political parties. In
2001 the government instituted a
Commission on Constitutional and Electoral
Reform presided by South African
Constitutional Court Judge, Albie Sachs,
Judge B.B. Tandon from India and Mauritian
Judge Robert Ahnee. The Commission
completed its report a year later with a whole
section on “Correcting under-representation
of women”.  Paragraph 54 of the report8

states:

It is clear that there is no formal
discrimination which expressly excludes
women from political life. Thus, there is
nothing in the Constitution or the law
which prevents political parties from
choosing women in greater numbers to
be candidates and part of the
government.  In practice, however, the
manner in which candidates are chosen
appears heavily to discriminate against
women.  Such discrimination has a self-
fulfilling effect; instead of women being
encouraged and prepared for the rigours
of political activity, as should be all new
entrants, they are required to have special
courage and enterprise to allow their
names to go forward.   Mauritian's are
family-orientated and this should not be
put in question.  What needs to be
examined is how to find means whereby
responsibilities in the family can be more
equitably shared, with backup public
support where appropriate, so as to
enable women to take their rightful place
in public life.

The report also mentions that the gap
between legal and factual equality in
decision-making is so wide that women’s
interests and concerns are not adequately

represented at policy levels and women
cannot influence key decisions in social,
economic and political areas that affect
society as a whole. It argued that “the major
responsibility for correcting the massive
gender imbalance rests with the parties.”

However, the then ruling Militant Mauritian
Movement (MMM) and Militant Socialist
Movement (MSM) failed to act on the
recommendations of the Sachs Commission
before the national elections in July 2005
nor to adopt special measures within their
own parties.

Section 15 (v) of the Constitution of the
Mouvement Mauricien Militant (MMM)
dated October 1998  states that in preparing
the list for the general and municipal
elections the Party will ensure that there
are at least 20 % women. But this was not
observed and the 2005 Electoral manifesto
of the MMM. The MMM-MSM alliance,
wh i le  p ledg ing  to  end  gender
discrimination, did not mention main-
streaming gender into politics.

According to Leela Devi Dookun of the
MSM, “there is no law as such to say that
there should be so many women. There is
an understanding that there must be
women at all levels. We do not have an
inside lobby as there is a will on the part of
the leader. We did our maximum for the
last elections but unfortunately when two
or more parties go together in election, we
cannot do as we would have wished to do.”

The Constitution of the Labour Party (that
forms the backbone of the now ruling Social
Alliance  or AS) was amended in 2003 to
stipulate that there must be at least 30 %
women in party structures at all levels. This,

8 Sachs, A et al. (2001)  Report of the Commission on Constitutional and Electoral Reform, Mauritius
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however, is not binding with regard to
fielding candidates in either local or national
elections.

A section in the AS Programme of Action on
the active participation of women in public
life says that electoral reform would allow
the active participation of women which
should reach at least 30 % in the medium
term. Another section adds that political
parties:
• Should assure a better representation of

women at all levels of democratic
institutions;

• Create a favourable atmosphere so that
women can participate in Municipal
Elections and promote the

• Participation of women in political and
economic life.

Speaking at a GL/MWO-GEMSA workshop
in February 2005 (ahead of the national
elections) the then leader of the opposition
(now Prime Minister) Navin Ramgoolam
supported both electoral reform and the
introduction of quotas to ensure an increased
level of women’s participation in politics (see
quote at the beginning of this chapter).

Outcomes for women of the 2005
elections in Mauritius

The table shows the increase in women’s
participation at national level, where despite
the absence of special measures by the
government and political parties, civil society
activism resulted in a high proportion of the
women candidates who stood being elected,
boosting the overall average from 5.6% to

17%. But the outcome at local level was
disappointing, with the same proportion of
women at municipal and district level, and
a small increase from 2.9% to 5.9% at village
level. Overall, women constitute a mere 6.4%
of all councillors in Mauritius.

Minister of Labour Sheila Bappoo (one of
the few women cabinet ministers) says that
in a demo-cracy “We must walk the talk. It
is about time that political parties prove
their commitment on the issue of gender
equality in politics.” The problem, she says,
is that “we do lobby but we get very little
in return. The lobby must be stronger. I do
not believe in quotas. The political parties
should prove their commitment to the issue.
Sometimes there is so much pressure on
ethnic groups that is very difficult. Women
are then sacrificed on the basis of ethnicity.
The Constitution of the party stipulates that
women should constitute 30 % of all decision
making posts of the party but unfortunately
this is not binding at national level. The only
solution is political reform.”

Prior to 2005

July, October and
December 2005
Elections

% Women
municipalities

5.6%

17%

% Women
parliament

% Women
district

councils

% Women
village

councils

11.9%

11.9%

3.2%

3.2%

2.9%

5.9%

Sheila Bappoo Photo: Colleen Lowe Morna
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8 Karam, A and Ballington, J ed (2005) Women in Parliament: Beyond Numbers, IDEA, p 148.

Lesotho switched from the
constituency to a mixed
system for the 2002 national
elections in order to placate
opposition parties. But the
c o n s t i t u e n c y  s y s t e m
continued to be employed

for the first local government elections in
May 2005. The Local Government
Amendment Act of 2004 also required that
30 % of the constituency seats be reserved
for women on a rotational basis for at least
three elections.

Minister of Local Government Pontso
‘Matumelo Sekatle, a political scientist and
one of the few women in cabinet, played a
key role in driving the legislation through,
against considerable opposition from other
political parties and civil society, not to
mention a high court suit filed by Tsepo
Molefe, a former councillor who felt that
his rights had been violated.

The model that Lesotho opted for is similar
to that chosen in India where the 74th

Constitutional Amendment requires that 33
% of the seats in the local elected bodies in
the towns and country side (the panchayats)
are reserved for women. Gender quotas are
combined with reserved seats for scheduled
casts as part of a rotation system, according
to which it is decided in advance which
category will be allowed to contest for the
seats in the different wards.9

Article 180 (1) (b) of the Uganda constitution
similarly stipulates that one-third of each
local government council shall be reserved
for women.

The Lesotho Government Elections
Amendment Act 2004 provides for one third
of the seats to be reserved for women in
rotation, for three successive elections. This

means that over the period each
constituency would be reserved for women
once.

Rethabile Pholo, Public relations co-
ordinator of Lesotho’s Independent Electoral
Commission (IEC) recalled that “We faced
a lot of discontent, especially from the men.
A lot of them used highly derogatory
language to describe the elections. Many
women (like the mayor of Maseru) were
insulted.”

Speaking on behalf of the ruling Lesotho
Congress for Democracy (LCD) Minister of
Gender Mathabiso Lepono said there was
some resistance from men to the quota
system but “the Prime Minister supported
the quota so the men just had to deal with
it.” She added that the party had just
amended its constitution to provide for 30
% women in all party structures.

Leader of the Basutoland Congress Party
(BCP) Sekwala Tolwane said that his party
doesn’t agree with the quota system where
constituencies are reserved for women only
regardless of their capabilities.  He added
that there is no real need for the quota
because women outnumber men in Lesotho.

With only a 29 % voter turn out and the
ruling party winning by a huge margin,
many of the opposition parties cried foul.
An independent team of observers deployed
by the Commonwealth Secretariat
concluded that:

A cloud of uncertainty prevailed over
the backdrop of the Local Government
Elections, with a clear breakdown of
consensus and communication among
critical stakeholders in the electoral
process. Consequently we identified
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shortcomings in the conduct of critical
processes leading up to the elections,
such as delimitation of constituencies,
the conduct of the voter registration
update and voter education. We however
commend the overall conduct of the
polling day activities, which were carried
out in a peaceful atmosphere and in a
transparent manner, in accordance with
the law.10

Since the elections Pholo points out that the
discontent over the gender quota has died
“a natural death”; councils are now in
operation and little distinction is made on
the ground between women in the reserved
constituencies and those who contested in
the open elections. An interesting feature of these elections is

that 23 % women won in the open
elections.  The table shows

that by January 2007, a
further 64 women (five %)
had be  Director in the
Ministry of Gender Matau
Futho-Letsatsi adds that
the independent success
of women in the elections
is “proof that women are
capable.” However, the
Lesotho government still
needs to explain why
moves to “fast track”
women’s participation at
local level have not been
matched at national level.

10  Commonwealth Report on the Conduct of Local Elections in Lesotho (2005) p 19

In her assessment of the process, Local
Government Permanent Secretary Matabane
said the quota experiment had worked well.
“Yes there was resistance at the beginning,
but we have persuaded people through
sensitisation. I don’t think women are
disadvantaged in any way.”

Futho Letsatsi (centre) during an Alliance meeting Photo: Colleen Lowe Morna

Men

Elections

Bi-elections

609

545

% Women

53%

58%

Total

1290

1290

Women

681

745

Gains for women in local government
in Lesotho
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Scant data and wide variations: As reflected in the graph, there is scant data and there are
wide variations in the region with regard to women’s representation in the public service. In
Lesotho, this is close to parity; in Botswana, Mauritius and Seychelles above 30%. However, In
Malawi, women constitute less than one fifth of public servants.

With the exception of Botswana, the proportion of women at the top is lower than
the proportion of women in the public service: This reflects the glass ceiling in the public
service. For the countries for which data could be obtained, women constituted 30% of less of
the permanent secretaries in their countries. Interestingly, however, women comprise a high
46% of the top bureaucrats in Botswana. Again this shows that it is possible to aspire towards
and achieve gender parity in the public service.

Proportion of women public servants and permanent secretaries

Mozambique

50%

45%

40%

35%

30%

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%

Mauritiu
s

Tanzania

Seychelles
Lesotho

Madagascar
Malawi

Botswana

Public service
Permanent secretaries

The public service

The Protocol provides for State parties to adopt specific legislative measures
and other strategies to enable women to have equal opportunities with men
to participate in electoral processes including the administration of elections
and voting.

It also provides for equal participation by women and men in policies, strategies
and programmes for building the capacity of women and men in decision-making  through
leadership and gender sensitivity training and mentorship; support structures for women in
decision-making; structures to enhance gender mainstreaming  and changing decision-making
attitudes and norms. The Protocol specifies that men be included in these activities.

Participation in decision-making
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Electoral processes

Women outnumber men as voters: While
it is possible to get data on those registered
to vote, this data is often not disaggregated
by sex. In the three countries where data
was obtained (Botswana, Tanzania and South

Africa) women constituted the majority of
those registered to vote. This shows that
women are keen to participate in public
life.

In South Africa, initially, the IEC targeted a total
of 22 million voters at the cost of nearly R200
million. By time the registration process closed
in February, a total of 23,174, 279 had registered
as voters for both national and provincial elections
representing an increase of 12% from the 2004
national and provincial elections when there
were 20 674 926 verified voters on the roll. Source:
IEC Voter registration statistics released by the
IEC showed that in all the provinces more women
than men have registered. Overall, women
constitute 55% of all registered voters; this runs
as high as 58% in the Eastern Cape. Another
notable feature was the “Obama effect” in South
Africa. The elections attracted a lot of young

people. Some 12 million or over half of those who registered to vote are between the age group
of 18-39. Of these, 6.4 million or 53% are young women and 5.6 million (47%) are young men.
This means that young women are now the most numerous voters in South Africa.

Young women taking over? Photo: Colleen Lowe Morna

Women are still missing from top decision-making positions: An important test of women’s
participation in public life is the extent to which they not only participate in structures of
governance but in the leadership of these entities. The earlier section detailed how women are
still least well represented in cabinet .The table at the beginning showed how out of the 15
Speakers in the SADC region, only one is female.
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They are particularly scarce in certain
areas of leadership: As noted earlier, there
is need to gather far more comprehensive
data on women’s participation in certain
areas of decision-making. The comparative
graph of women in different types of top
jobs in Tanzania shows that while there has
been an increase in women judges and
ministers, there has been a decline in women
deputy ministers. Women are least well
represented in diplomacy, and this figure
has remained static.

More women standing for president: In countries where there is the presidential system of
elections, it has long been customary for men only to stand for elections. However, this is gradually
changing, as illustrated in the examples below.

A woman for president?

Malawi: Presidential elections are held
after every five years under presidential
First Past The Post system. In the past
three elections no female was featured
as a presidential candidate. However,
during the 2009 elections Loveness
Gondwe became Malawi's first female
presidential candidate. In addition. the
incumbent President Bingu wa Mutharika
nominated the former Foreign Minister,
Joyce Banda as his running mate. She
became the first female Vice-President
in Malawi's history after the May 19
victory. Although Gondwe did not make
it, she too has deeply inspired many
women to make a similar attempt in the
future. The same is the case with Joyce

   Banda of the ruling party.

Tanzania: There has so far been only one woman presidential candidate in the history of
Tanzania. This was Anna Claudia Senkoro from PPT Maendeleo Party in 2005 who surprised the
sceptics by taking the 4th position out of 6 presidential candidates. In 2000, when Hon. Gertrude
Ibengwe Mongella (who later became the first head of the Pan African Parliament) tried to run
for the top job the Speaker Pius Msweka said: “Time is not yet for women to contest for
Presidential position”. The Speaker apologised the following day. But Mongella has not put her
hat in the ring again.

Women in top leadership positions in Tanzania
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Participation in meetings

Women speak less in meetings: In
observations of 11 council meetings in
Namibia, Mauritius and South Africa, GL
devised a detailed spread sheet of all the
interventions made by councillors, divided
into male and female. This was further sub-
divided into decision-makers, whether male
or female (speakers, mayors or deputy
mayors) and ruling party/ opposition. While
opposition voices accounted for a total of
34% of the interventions (25% men and nine
percent women) – roughly consistent with
opposition strengths in the councils -
women’s voices only accounted for 27% of
the total, with men (73%) dominating all
meetings.

This was especially so in Mauritius (the
country in the study with the lowest
proportion of women (17 % in the two

council meetings observed, but 100% male
voices). Yet even in South Africa and
Namibia, with around 40% each women in
local government, men dominated meetings
71 to 73% of the time.  To the extent women
spoke, about one third of these came from
opposition parties.

As illustrated in the graph with the
exception of eThekwini in the Kwa Zulu
Natal province of South Africa where
women constitute 23% of the total and
spoke 23% of the time in the meeting
observed there were no other instances in
which women’s voices were equal to their
strength in the council (although women
in the Maltahohe council in Namibia, who
constitute 80% of the council and made
78% interventions came close).
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What the councillor’s said
In response to various options regarding
women’s participation in council meetings,
a fairly high proportion of both male and
female councillors agreed with the
statement that women “speak often and
are listened to.” Men were more likely
than women to say that women “seldom
speak in meetings.” Women on the other
hand agreed far more strongly with the
statements that women are interrupted
when they speak (38% women compared
to 17% men); are made to feel
uncomfortable (43% women and 20%
men) and are listened to only if they are

well educated and assertive (48% women and 31% men).  Women (70%) also agreed more
strongly than men (43%) with the statement that women prepare better for meetings than men.

How do women participate in council meetings?
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More women, more sway?

The graph shows that where women
constituted below 30 % of the participants,
they spoke 21 % of the time. Where women
constituted 30 to 50 % of the participants,
they spoke 22 % of the time. However, when
women constituted more than half of the
participants, they spoke almost as much as
men. The conclusion that might be drawn
from this finding is that the “critical mass”
is indeed not 30% but gender parity!
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Lively debates in Jo’burg and Windhoek

Council meeting observations in the cities of Johannesburg in South Africa and Windhoek in
Namibia (the largest municipalities in both countries) reflected high levels of participation by
women.  In both of these councils women are represented in high numbers with 44 % women
in the City of Johannesburg and 40 % women in the City of Windhoek.

More women than men attended the meeting observed in the City of Johannesburg. As mentioned
in Chapter four, Johannesburg is one of the few council’s that provide interpreters.  The agenda
included the budget and street names.

Source: Gender Links

Source: Gender Links
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Easing the burden of the dual roles of women

Institutional culture reflects in many ways: physical facilities, dress, rules and norms, work
place habits, and the nature of communication, formal as well as informal. This section, which
draws on the GL Study Ringing up the Changes, explores the extent to which these are changing
in the decision-making structures of Southern African countries.

Facilities

Made for men? In the many instances in the region where parliament sits in old buildings built
with men in mind, the first practical issue that arises when larger numbers of women join the
workplace is providing women with facilities to be able to conduct their work as comfortably
and conveniently as men. These include such practical considerations as women’s toilets,
hairdressers and shopping facilities.11

Consultations with women on a Women Development Strategy in August (Women’s Month) in
South Africa showed that street names are a source of concern for women who have found that
in emergencies they are not able to direct emergency services because of the absence of streets
names especially in the former black townships.  A woman councillor from a faith-based political
party spoke passionately on street names in her locality. Her comments struck a chord with the
other councillors, many of whom wanted to respond.

The Windhoek meeting observed dwelt
largely on the budget. A woman opposition
councillor expressed her dismay at the way
the council deals with bread and butter issues.
Others joined in by raising concerns about
the budget deficit that could have been
avoided through proper planning. Two
women opposed what they regarded as high
water and electricity rates which they said
primarily affect poor women. The deputy
mayor, a woman from the ruling Swapo Party
urged residents to negotiate the settling
outstand bills. She cautioned that the city
could not provide quality services unless these
debts are settled.

Compared to many of the other meetings observed, the researchers noted the confidence with
which women participated and the substantive nature of the debates in the cities of Windhoek
and Johannesburg. The fact that more women than men attended the meeting in Johannesburg
(suggesting quite a few absentee male councillors, since there are more of them) and that three
men were absent from the Windhoek meeting (while all the women came) also suggests a higher
level of commitment on the part of the women councillors.

Johannesburg City Council meeting Photo: Gender Links

11 Inter-Parliamentary Union (2000) “Politics: Women’s Insight.” IPU: p108.
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Family friendly work environment

Studies globally show that among the first
changes that take place in political decision
making structures and especially in
parliament when women gain entry are
recommendations for child care centres,
family-friendly sitting hours and increased
travel for family members.12

Child-care: Of all the possible work place
innovations, few make a stronger statement
about family- friendly practices than having
child-care facilities paid for and arranged by
the institution. Bringing children to the
hallowed halls of power has the symbolic
effect of demystifying power as well as
driving home the point that in the end
decision-making is about a better world for
those who come after us. A crèche is one of
the symbolic early gains made by women in
parliament in South Africa.

Sitting times: Traditionally, parliaments
and councils have assumed that decision-
makers have no family responsibilities and
therefore that meetings can start and end
late. This continues to be the case in countries
like Zambia and Lesotho, where women are
still a tiny minority.

Capacity building

The various regional and international
commitments to increasing women’s equal
and effective participation in decision-making
place a strong emphasis on capacity building.
Addressing the specific needs of women
decision-makers is not something that most
decision-making institutions had considered
before  the  c lamour  for  greater
representation by women in these structures.
It is one of the several changes that women
have had to struggle for.

Generic training: There have been several
different kinds of approaches to improving
the skills of politicians in general and women
politicians in particular. Most political parties,
parliaments and councils seem to offer some
basic orientation on what it means to be a
politician and how to function as a
legislator/councilor. Sometimes this is done
with the help of international organizations
like the Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU),
Commonwealth Parliamentary Forum (CPF),
International Union of Local Authorities
(IULA) or regional organizations like the
SADC PF. The difficulty with all generic “one
size fits all” training is that it does not always
address the particular needs of women,
especially where they are in small minorities.
This has led to the design of several
empowerment programmes focusing on
women.

Women specific training at national level:
Capacity building programmes focusing
specifically on women decision-makers may
be at national or regional level.

Training specific to women at regional
level: The SADC Gender Unit has developed
a Gender Tool Kit for SADC Decision Makers
that comprises basic concepts, tools and
exercises on mainstreaming gender into
legislation. This has been used for training
trainers as well as women MPs from around
the region. From evaluation reports of
training workshops, it is clear that these
“additional empowerment” initiatives have
played an important role is developing
linkages between women MPs across the
region and sensitizing them to gender issues.
However, they have suffered from some
drawbacks such as:
• Lack of follow though mechanisms to

provide ongoing support or evaluate
impact.

12 See, for example, Sawer, M. (2000), “Parliamentary Representation of Women: From Discourses of Justice To Strategies of Accountability.” International
Political Science Review 21(4): p361-380 and Brown, A. (1996) “Women and Politics in Scotland.” Parliamentary Affairs 49 (1): p 26-40.
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• Absence of strategies at national level to
ensure that those trained as trainers apply
their skills.

• The subject matter so far only covers gender
skills and not some of the immediate
practical skills that decision-makers need
such as communication training (including
the Internet, debating, working with the
mainstream media etc).

• Although the focus on women MPs is
understandable, the disadvantage
(especially where there are small numbers
of women MPs) is that they then go back
into male-dominated institutions that have
little sympathy for their ideas.

Leadership Center that is being planned by
the SADC PF.

Regional structures and local
government: It is significant that none of
the regional bodies have offered gender
training at local government level. The SADC
PF focuses specifically on parliaments. There
is no similar body at local level. However,
the SADC GU has a broader brief. Local
councils featured in the design of training
materials, but they have so far not been
targeted as participants in “empowerment
strategies.”

Mentorship: Mentorship overcomes many
of the shortcomings identified in other
forms of capacity building. It does not show
up politicians as people who might be
ignorant. Because it is one-on-one, it is more
effective. It is hands-on. Perhaps most
important, such training is ongoing.

On-the-job training: With the exception
of Tanzania, Ringing up the Changes did
not reveal many examples of on- the- job
training for women decision-makers. It did
however show that this is the direction of
thinking among activists and trainers.

Making a difference?

Among the significant collaborative research
efforts is the groundbreaking study quoted
in this paper: Ringing up the Changes,
Gender in Southern African Politics co-
ordinated by GL. The study is the first in the
region, and one of the few globally to assess
the qualitative difference that gender
equality brings to governance. This was
achieved through a comparison of countries
that have achieved a high level of women
in decision-making with those that have
not.

Gender
mainstreaming
training at
regional level:
In an effort to
bring men on
board, the SADC/
PF gender unit
has run a number
of workshops for

   chairs of portfolio
committees on mainstreaming gender in
their work. Given the male dominance of
these committees, the majority of
participants at these workshops have been
men. The unit focused initially on finance
and public accounts, and has since fanned
out into other sectors like education and HIV
and AIDS. An evaluation of the programme
found that there had been general
awareness raising on gender among MPs
that participated in training like the Lubambo
roundtable on gender budgets. But the
evaluation stressed that for this to be
effective regional processes have to be
cascaded to national level.13  The evaluation
added that training should be more tailored
towards needs, and link to the Parliamentary

Gender mainstreaming training at the SADC
Secretariat Photo: Colleen Lowe Morna

13  Meena, Ruth and Machangane Keboitse, “Evaluation of the Endendering SADC Parliaments Project” USAID 2002, p13.
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The difference that women make
The tangible difference that women’s participation in decision-making, especially in substantial
numbers, is seen to make in the study include:
• The marked difference between the style, procedures, norms and discourse in institutions of

decision-making in the countries that have a high representation of women compared to those
that do not.

• The link between the presence of a substantial proportion of women in decision-making and
the extent to which men have engaged with the issue of gender equality and become agents
of change.

• The fact that although all the case study countries have undertaken significant gender justice
reforms the breadth and depth of such reforms are greater in countries that have achieved
higher levels of women in parliament, and especially in those countries with a history of political
struggle and progressive constitutions.

• The championing role that women in top decision-making positions have played in ensuring
that gender is taken into account in policies and laws in mainstream portfolios like mining and
agriculture.

• The support that women decision-makers have given to innovative approaches like the gender
budgeting initiatives that have captured the imagination of the region and provide a potentially
powerful tool for gender mainstreaming through tracking resource allocations.

• The links made by women MPs between women constituents and parliament, as well as ensuring
greater accessibility and responsiveness of service delivery.

Next steps

Key points arising from this
chapter are that:

• Decision-making is still a hostile terrain
for women: Despite the positive rhetoric
towards women’s increased participation
in decision-making, there are still major
barriers to be overcome. These are deeply
rooted in custom, culture, religion and
tradition. The structural barriers explain
why there is little correlation between
women’s level of education and their
political participation. Personal empower-
ment does not translate into political
empowerment for women because society
is not ready to accept women in these roles.
Such change can only come about through
concerted effort that begins with a strong
political will and leadership, accompanied
by deliberate strategies and special
measures.

• Heads of state have largely failed to
keep their promises: Governments made
a commitment to achieving a minimum
30% representation of women in all areas
of decision-making by 2005, and went on
to raise the bar to 50%. The barometer
shows that with a few exceptions, this
commitment has not and will not be met.
While there were some attempts by Heads
of State to make good on their promises
through appointments to cabinet and
parliament, often even these opportunities
were missed. Most important, countries
with the FPTP system that is least conducive
to women’s participation made little or no
effort to review their electoral systems, or
to learn from other such countries (eg
Lesotho and Tanzania) as to what special
measures might be adopted within such
electoral systems to effect increased
participation by women.
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• Women’s access to political
decision-making requires special
measures: The unequivocal lesson
from the region is that no target
for women in decision-making will
be reached in the absence of special
measures. There is no easy recipe
for ensuring women’s access to
political decision-making, but the
ingredients are well known. They
include electoral systems, quotas,
gender aware parties,  and
democratic environments. The
overwhelming evidence from the
region is that the Proportional
Representation (PR) system, and
especially the closed-list PR system
applied in South Africa, Mozambique,
Angola and Namibia is more favourable
for ensuring women’s entry into politics.
However the case of Lesotho shows that
quotas can also be implemented in the
FPTP system.

• Quotas are a necessary and beneficial
short-term measure: All SADC countries
that have come close to, or are likely to
achieve the thirty % target, have done so
through either voluntary party quotas (in
South Africa and Mozambique) or
legislated quotas (in local elections in
Namibia as well as in Tanzania). Quotas
are not a panacea, but they are the best
short-term method for ensuring that that
the quagmire is broken and progress is
made. When accom-panied by supportive
strategies, quotas have delivered rapid and
tangible bene-fits.

• Local government needs to be brought
centre stage: The tendency in some
countries to yield way on local government
(eg Namibia, South Africa and Lesotho) is
both welcome but carries the concern that
the only reason this is happening is that
local government is not regarded as
important as other spheres of governance.
Gender and local government have, up to
now, not formed a significant part of

gender and governance discourse, activism
or policy measures. It is critical that these
now come to the fore.

• New approaches to empowerment
should be encouraged: So far, training
for women in politics has not been
preceded by needs assessments. It has
tended to be off site, and once off. Such
training also needs to be holistic in its
approach. In addition to gender analysis
skills, it should include an understanding
of the nature and exercise of power,
confidence and assertiveness skills,
leadership training and communication
skills, including debating, use of the
Internet, accessing the mainstream media
and integrating gender issues into political
campaigns. While there is a place for
empowerment strategies that specifically
target women decision-makers, it is also
important to design strategies that include
the “new” men in politics.

• Research, monitoring and evaluation
are key: Research, advocacy and lobbying
by the women’s movement have been
critical to the achievements made to date.
Structures and mechanisms should be
found for strengthening collaboration
between civil society and women in
decision-making.

Local government centre stage Photo: Colleen Lowe Morna


